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With the premise that humans are on the electromagnetic
spectrum (i.e. the light spectrum), think of the body as aligning
with the colours of the rainbow. Improving the vibration of
each 'colour centre' will balance the body and mind. Work from
the root (red), sacrum (orange) and solar plexus (yellow), to the
heart (green), throat (blue), third eye (indigo) and crown
(purple). The lower body relates to basic needs/survival, with
the upper relating to the higher self. Use meditation, Yoga
Nidra, exercise, hobbies, crystals, fresh colourful food, learning
and therapy as tools.

INTRODUCTION

Work on trust and
security (seek

 help for addiction, debt,
housing or relationship

issues), then help
someone else.

GETTING STARTED

Practise rituals of
self-care and self-

love, and don't delay
in doing pastimes

that you enjoy. Speak
your truth!

Engage in all-body
exercise, such as

swimming, walking,
yoga, martial arts or

dancing. Exercise
your mind too.

Remember you are
approx. 70% water,
which contains all
the colours of the
rainbow. So, drink

plenty!

TIP

Give the Rainbow Bridge diet
a go. Starting on the weekday

that you were born, eat red
food, then orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo and
purple on each subsequent

day for a week. It's a fun,
plant-based challenge, with
your higher self at the end

of the rainbow!

Chakras are our spiritual energy centres, 
with the seven main ones aligned along 

the spine from the root to the crown. They
map physiologically to the endocrine system 
of glands and hormones and, as such, govern 

our feelings and respective behaviours. As with
anything underused or overused (like

muscles), the chakras can become blocked,
strained or constricted, leading to undesirable

traits or symptoms (such as an overbearing
nature or constant throat clearing).  

 
Although the concept appears in Hindu and

Buddhist texts, working with chakras need not
be religious. The below ideas are 

for fun and good health.

Make it a personal commitment:

By Frances McGonigle, DHP Acc.Hyp


